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Abstract 
Papazyan, T., Extremal topologies on a semigroup, Topology and its Applications 39 (1991) 
229-243. 
For many semigroups (S, +) it is possible to prove the existence of extremal left translation 
invariant and extremal left translation invariant zero dimensional topologies. In this paper the 
origin of such topologies and their relation to idempotents in /3S, the Stone-tech compactification 
of S, for semigroups with identity is investigated. 
Keywords: Zero dimensional topology, Stone-Tech compactification, right topological semigroup. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 22A15. 
Given any semigroup S, the structure of /3S, the Stone-tech compactification of 
the discrete space S, which is a semigroup with a compact topology, has been 
extensively studied. Mostly, algebraic properties concerning its structure have been 
discussed. In particular, N, the additive semigroup of positive integers, was of interest 
since PN, considered as the set of ultrafilters on N (with the points of N identified 
with the fixed ultrafilters) yielded interesting results in a branch of number theory 
called “Ramsey Theory”. 
In this paper we consider semigroups (S, +) with identity zero. Our aim is to 
concentrate on the topological side of PS, that is to investigate topologies induced 
on S by PS, which we believe have so far not been considered. By an induced 
topo!ogy we mean the initial topology for any map of the form S+ S+ x s PS for 
some x E pS\S. To this end we start by defining left (respectively right) eransiation 
invariant and zero dimensional topologies on any semigrou and then introduce 
the concept of extremal topologies an rove their existence. The fact t 
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contains almost translation invariant ultrafilters and has a base of clopen subsets 
suggests that it may induce zero dimensional translation invariant topologies on S. 
The idea of extremality comes from the fact that /3S is a maximal compactification 
of S. We show that any idempotent in pS\S gives rise to an extremal left translation 
invariant topology on S and vice versa. We investigate the cases in which the above 
mentioned topology is Hausdorff. We also discuss the existence of a subset in /3S 
whose elements produce nondiscrete translation invariant, zero dimensional, 
Hausdorff topologies on S. Finally, we put an order on a quotient of the set of 
idempotents of PS to obtain maximal idempotents and then we prove that for groups 
S to any extremal, eft translation invariant, zero dimensional topology on S there 
corresponds a maximal idempotent in /3S and vice versa. 
1. Translation invariant and zero dimensional topologies 
In this section we establish necessary and sufficient conditions for a collection of 
subsets of any given semigroup S to be a neighborhood base at a given point for 
a left translation invariant, or a zero dimensional left translation invariant, topology. 
We start by giving basic definitions. 
Definition 1.1. (i) Let X be any set and “+” a binary operation on X. Then for 
any xEX and any AcX 
(ii) Let X be as in (i) and let r be a topology on X. Then we define r to be left 
(respectively right) translation invariant iff the mapping h, : X + X (respectively 
px : X + X) defined by A,( y ) = x + y (respectively ~.~(y) =y + x) is continuous and 
open for each x E S. 
Note that if /T( is a group then the fact that & is continuous for all x implies 
automatically that h, is open. 
(iii) A topological space (X, 7) is called zero dimensional iff each point of X has 
a neighborhood base consisting of clopen (both open and closed) sets. Equivalently 
(X, 7) is zero dimensional iff for each point x E X and closed set A not containing 
x, there is a clopen set containing x and not meeting A [9, Definition 29.41. 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. 
emma 1.2. Let (X, T) be a zero dimensional topological space. Then 7 has a base 
b(7) of clopen sets, with these propevties. 
0) X, kk b(7). 
u,w u.7, U,nU, 
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Moreover, 7 consists of all sets which are unions of sets in b(T). 
Conversely given a collection b of subsets of X satisfying (i), (ii), (iii), the collection 
7(b) of all unions of sets in b is a topology which has b as a base and is zero dimensional. 
Lemma 1.3. Let (S, +) be a semigroup with identity zero. Let 7, v be two left (respec- 
tively right) translation invariant topologies on S. If the ?-neighborhoods of zero and 
the v-neighborhoods of zero are equal, then T = v. If 9? is a basis for the neighborhood 
system of T at zero, then (x + B: x E S and B E 93) is a basis for r. Hence the 
neighborhood system at zero determines a left (respectively right) translation invariant 
topology. 
Proof. We present the proof of the lemma for the left ranslation invariant case only. 
It is easy to see that if 3 is a basis for the neighborhood system at zero of a left 
translation invariant topology T, then {x + B: x E S and B E 93) is a basis for T. 
Let G be a v-open subset of S and let x E G. Since v is left translation invariant, 
-x + G is v-open, and since 0 E -x + G, -x+ G is a v-neighborhood of zero. Thus 
-x + G is a r-neighborhood of zero from the assumption of the lemma. Since r is 
left translation invariant x + (-x + G) is a +neighborhood of x. Now, x + (-x + G) c 
G. Hence G contains a T-neighborhood of each of its points so that G is T-open. 
Therefore v c r. Similarly we can show that T E v so that the topologies v and r 
are identical. Cl 
emma 1.4. Let (S, +) be a semigroup with identity zero. A collection a of subsets of 
S is a neighborhood basis at zero of open sets for some left ( respectively right) translation 
invariant topology T on S ifl9 satisjies the following properties. 
(i) 0 E B, for all B E 9% 
(ii) 93 is a filter base. 
(iii) If B E 3, then -y + B E 4 (respectively B - y E 6) for each y E B, where 4 is 
theJilter generated by 9. 
Proof. If 93 is a neighborhood basis at zero for a left translation invariant topology 
on S, then clearly 9 satisfies (i) and (ii j. Also if B E .% is T-open then 
a basic neighborhood of each of its points. Hence for each y E B, 3 W c 
W is a basic neighborhood of y. Now since h,, (respectively p.,J is co 
get that -y+ WE 4 so -y + BE 86 (respectively B -y E 66). 
Now let 93 be a collection of subsets of S sa ), (ii), (iii) and for each 
x E S, let 93, = {x -t B: B E 9) (respectively 3, = E 93)). Note that x+ 
(x-t- b: b E B}. Then { 3,: x E S} where B0 = 93, determines the 
of a left (respectively right) transl 
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) imply 
T on S. G is a-o 
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WThenforanyxES,x+G=U,.,, ((x + y ) + B,.) which shows that x + G is r-open; 
thus A, is open for each x E S. Also, given any basic neighborhood of the form 
x + y + G of x + y with G E 3, V = y + G is a basic neighborhood of y, and obviously 
x + V c x + y + G. Hence A, is continuous for each x E S. Therefore 7 is left translation 
invariant. The proof for the right translation invariant case is done similarly. Also 
it can easily be seen that any set in 99 is open. 0 
mma 1.5. Let (S, +) be a semigroup with identity zero. A collection 93 of subsets of 
S is a neighborhood base at zero of clopen sets for some zero dimensional left (respectively 
right) translation invariant topology 7 on S with basis of clopen sets 9 = (x + B: x E S 
and B E 93) if and only if 93 satisjes the following properties. 
(i) OE B for any BE 9% 
(ii) $23 is a filter base. 
(iii) If BE 93, tl ren f or each y E B there is C E 9 such that y -I- C C_ B (respectively 
C+yc B). 
(iv) if B E 33 and x E S, then for each y E (x + B)’ (respectively y E (B +x)‘) there 
is C&I with (y+C)n(x+B)=@ (respectively (C+y)n(B+x)=@). 
Proof. If 9 is a neighborhood base at zero consisting of clopen sets for a zero 
dimensional left translation invariant topology 7 on S, we have by Lemma 1.4 that 
(i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Given B E 93, x E S and y E (x + B)‘, since x + B is closed we 
have that (x + B)’ is a neighborhood of h,.(O) so there is C E 3 with h,.(C) E (x + B)‘. 
Now assume (i)-( iv) hold. By Lemma 1.4 and its proof, 
9=(x+B:x~Sand B&3} 
is a basis for a left translation invariant topology r. To complete the proof, since 
3 E 9 it suffices to show that each x+ B is closed. But this is precisely what is 
guaranteed by (iv). Cl 
2. Extremal topologies on any semigroup 
In this section we define and discuss the existence of extremal translation invariant 
topologies on a given semigroup S. 
nition 2.1. Let (S, +) be a semigroup and let d be a class of topologies on S. 
If r E d is such that “r’ 2 r, r’ # T, r’ E &+T’ is discrete”, then 7 is called extremal 
in .PI. Hence r E & is extremal if and only if r is a maximal, nondiscrete element 
of &4. 
Note that the extremal topologies of d and ,!2 u {discrete topology} are the same. 
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Proposition 2.2. Let (S, +) be any semigroup and let 9 be the collection of all zero 
dimensional, left (respectively right) translation invariant topologies on S. Zf 9 has a 
nondiscrete member, then 9 has an extremal element. 
Proof. Let z2 be any chain of nondiscrete topologies in 9 so that for rl, q E A?, 
“ 
71 6 TV- 71 c TV”. Consider ? = { 0 E S: 0 = lJ7E.rl O,, 0, E T}. It can be seen easily 
that ? is a topology on S. If, for all s E S, {s} E ?: then (0) E d so that (0) = U+E.d 0,. 
Hence, there is T E sd with (0) E T. But T is left translation invariant so that by Lemma 
1.3, T is discrete. Therefore T& d which is a contradiction. Hence f is not discrete. 
It is easy to check that ? is left translation invariant. To see that f is zero dimensional 
let x E S and let A be any 7 closed set not containing x. Then A = n,,.. O$ and 
x E 0, for some T E d. T being zero dimensional, there exists a clopen set A’ in T 
with x f A’ and A’n 0: = 0. Since T E ?, A’ is also clopen in ? and A’n A = 0. So 7 
is zero dimensional. Hence ? is an upper bound for &. So from Zorn’s Lemma, 9 
has an extremal element. 0 
In a similar way, it can be proved that the collection of all left translation invariant 
topologies on S has an extremal element, if it is nonempty. 
3. Idempotents and extremal left translation invariant topologies 
We know that the elements in PS, the Stone-tech compactification of any discrete 
semigroup S, can be identified with ultrafilters on S with the elements of S corre- 
sponding to fixed ultrafilters. For p,q E /3S we shall write p + q = {A E S: f&,(A) E p} 
where J2,( A) = {x E S: -x + A E q}. Also if 9 is any filter on S, we define a,( A) = 
{XES: -x + A E 9). Note that if p,q E /?S then p + q E /?S, that is p + q is an ultrafilter 
on S. 
The above defined addition on ultrafilters extends the ordinary addition on S and 
is continuous in the left-hand variable so that (PS, +) is a compact right topological 
semigroup. The collection of sets {A: A E S} where A = {p E j?S: p 3 A}, forms a 
basis for the open (and also for the closed) sets in PS. A detailed constructicz of 
/3S as a space of ultrafilters is given in [2]. The fact that (dS, t j is a semigroup is 
given in Definition 8.12 and Lemma 8.13(i) of [3] although the construction there 
was done for groups. Also, here we should point out that Ellis’ definition in [3] for 
addition of elements of /3S is slightly different from our definition above. I-Iis 
definition has been used frequently in the literature, particularly in Hindman’s work. 
In this case “+” becomes continuous in the right-hand variable for PS, rather than 
in the left-hand variable. Since we believe that continuity in the left-hand variable 
is becoming the standard way to investigate one-sided continuity (see for example 
the recent text of Berglund, Junghenn and Milnes [I]), we prefer to use the above 
definition. We should also warn the reader that in [6], tc which reference will 
frequently be made in the proofs of the following lemmas, Ellis’ convention was 
followed. 
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Now, from the definition of addition on ultrafilters we note that if e E PS is an 
idempotent then for any A E e, L?,(A) E e. 
mma 3.1. Let e be an idempotent in pS\S. Let U E S; we de$ne h,( U) = U n 
a?( w 
(i) -y+l&(U)=R,(-y+U) WyES. 
(ii) s2,(-y+ U) =-y+&(U) ‘dyes. 
(iii) J&(0,( U)) = O,( U). 
(iv) O,(d,( U)) = fl,( U). 
(v) &(i&( U)) = d,( U). 
Proof. (i) Note that -(y+z)+U=A,:,(U)=h,‘~h,‘(U)=--2+(-y+U). so, 
we have 
a-z+(-y+ U)Ee(Jzd,(-y+ U). 
(ii) Using (i) we get 
.ii,(-y+ U)=( -7-Y U)n(L$(-y+ UN 
=(-y+U)n(-_y+R,(U))=-y+&(U). 
(iii) From Lemma 2(vi) of [6] we get 
since e is an idempotent. 
(iv) Since for any A, Bc S, f2,(An B) = O,(A) n J2,( B) (Lemma 2(i) of [6]) 
using (ii) and (iii) we get 
fWZ( U)) = J2,(f&,( U) n U) = Q,( U). 
(v) d,(~,(U))=ji,(U)nR,(ii,(U))=~,(U)nn,(U) by (iv), so 
fi,(&(U))=fi,(U). 0 
‘We now investigate the topologies induced on S by idempotents and find condi- 
tions on S to make these topologies Hausdorff. The following theorem will be used 
for this purpose. 
3.2. Let (S, +) be any semigroup, let x E S, and let p E pS\S. Then 
(i) x+p=p iff (YES: x+y=y}Ep, 
(ii) p+x=p ifl{_vr S: y+_u=y)tp. 
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Proof. These are special cases of Theorem 9.2 of [2]. 
f(Y)=x+Y= 0 
For example, for (i) take 
Corollary 3.3. Let (S, +) be any semigroup, let x E S and assume that {y E S. x + y = y} 
is finite. Then for all p E pS\S, x +p # p. 
roof. If x +p = p, then {y E S: x + y = y} is infinite. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let (S, +) be a semigroup with identity 0, and assume that for each 
a E S, (a) - a = (0). Let p E pS\S and let x E S. Then x +p = p implies that x = 0. 
roof. This is immediate from Corollary 3.3 since x + y = y implies that x E {y} - y 
so that x=0. Cl 
Corollary 3.5. Let (S, +) be a group, let p E pS\S and let x, y E S with x # y. 7Ien 
x+p#y+p. 
roof. If x +p = y +p, then -y + x +p = p and so from Corollary 3.4, -y + x = 
(0). 0 
roposition 3.6. Let e be an idempotent in /3S\S. Then 3, = (d,( U) u (0): U E e} is 
a neighborhood basis at zero for a nondiscrete, lef? tr -anslation invariant topology ?, 
on S and TIP = { U u (0): U E e) is a neighborhood system at zero for this topology. If 
S is weakly left cancellative, that is, for each x,y E S, Ai’( is finite, then ?, is T, . 
roof. It is easy to see that for any U, V E e, &( U) n fi, ( V) = d, ( U n V) so that 
8, is a filter basis. Also OE B fc r any B E 53,. Now, let U E e and y E d,( U) u (0). 
If y =0 then -y+ (d,( U) u (0)) = d,(U) u (0)~ 3,. If y E d,(U) then y E U and 
-y+U~esothatO~-y+Uandji,(-y+U)=-y+~~(U)(Lemma3.l(ii)).Hence 
-y + fi,( U) E 93,. So using Lemma 1.4 we get that 3, is a neighborhood basis at 
zero for a left translation invariant topology on S. Since for any U E e, d,( U) C U, 
Ye is a neighborhood system for this topology. Also, the topology determined by 
53, cannot be discrete since e is a nonfixed ultrafilter so that d,< U) Z (0) for all U E e. 
Now, let S be weakly left cancellative. Let x # y E S. Then F = -x + {y) is finite 
since S is weakly left cancellative. Now for each U E e, U’ = U\ F E e, SO y sf x + U’. 
Hence Y EnUEe (x+ U) u {x} and hence the topology defined by “Ire is T1. 0 
3.7. If S is a group, then the topology defined in Proposition 3.6 is 
oof. Assume that there exists x Z 0 s 
+V)u{x})n(U~{O})#(dforeac 
((x+ V)n{O})u({x}n U)# 
(0)). Then we have 
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U, VE e. U\{x, -x), V\{x, -x} E e so that 
((x+W\k -4) n (U\b, -4) # 0 
and therefore 
(x+ V)n U#0 for each U,VE e. 
This implies that e is the ultrafilter generated by {(x + V) n U: U, V E e}. Hence 
{x+V: VEe}ce. (1) 
Now let A E x + e. Then x E 6!,(A) that is -x + A E e. Therefore from inclusion (1) 
above x+(-x+A)Ee, so that AEe since x+(-x+A)=A. Hencex+e=e. Using 
Corollary 3.5 we get x = 0. Hence n uE e cls( U u (0)) = (0). Now since S is a group 
h, is a bijection. Since h, is continuous and open, then A, is closed as well. So 
cls(x + U) c cls(x + cls U) = xi- cls U. Hence cls(x + U) = x + cls U for each U E S. 
SinceSisagroup&,,x+cls U=x+n._cls U.ThereforenUEYcls((x+U)~ 
{x}) = {x} so that the topology is Hausdorff. Cl 
The above theorem is also true in some other cases. As an example, for (f+J, +), 
the extremal left translation invariant topology induced on N by any idempotent e 
in /3fW\fW is Hausdorff even though (Rl, +) is not a group. Indeed, if 3x, y E N such 
that each neighborhood of x and y intersect then by a similar argument to the above 
we get x + e = y + e which implies x = y [S, Lemma 2.4(c)]. Here we also provide 
an example where the topology is not Hausdorff. We consider the semigroup (S’, +) 
where S is the semigroup (l+J u {0}, +) and S’ = S u { 1’) is such that 
o+ l’= 1’+0= l’, 
n+l’= l’+n=n+l foreach WE& 
Then h, is not injective for each n E N since n + 1’ = n + I for each n E N but 1 Z 1’. 
Also -I’+{ 1) = 0. Let e E pS’\S’ be an idempotent. Then for each U E e, U’= 
U\{O}E e and l+ U’= l’+ U' so that the topology defined in Proposition 3.6 cannot 
be Hausdorff. 
Theorem 3.8. Let S be any semigroup with identity 0 and let T be a nondiscrete, T,, 
left translation invariant topology on S. Then T is extremal #there exists an idempotent 
e E /3S\S such that V-, = {U u (0): U E e) is the neighborhood svstem at zero for T. _ 
From Proposition 3.6 we know that any idempotent e in pS\S determines 
a left translation invariant topology 7 on S. Now if there exists a nondiscrete, left 
translation invariant topology T’ finer than r, then V’, the neighborhood system at 
zero corresponding to T’, contains Yc,. et V’E Y’. If the complement V” E e then 
V” u (0) E ‘Yt, E “c/” so that r’ is discrete. Hence ‘a/‘~ e so that V’G Y<, which implies 
that the topology determined by P is extremzk 
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Conversely let r be an extremal left translation invariant topology on S, let $3 be 
a neighborhood basis at 0 and let “Ir be the neighborhood system at zero for 7. Let 
3’ = (B\(O): B E 3). Since 7 is nondiscrete, for any B E 9, B\(O) # 0 so that 3’ is 
a filter base. Let V be the filter generated by 9’ (so that V 2 { V\(O): VE clr}) and 
let V’ E clr’. There exists B E 9l with B\(O) E V’. Let y E B\(O). Then by Lemma i.4, 
-y + B E 4, the filter generated by 9. Hence -y + B is a neighborhood of 0 for T. 
Also -y + (B\(O)) c -y + V’. Now 
-y+(B\(O})=(-y+B)n(-y+{O}“)=(-y+B)nh,’({O)’). 
T being left translation invariant and (0) being closed for T, h,‘({O}‘) is a r-open 
set containing zero. Hence -y + (B\(O)) is a neighborhood of 0 for 7. Therefore 
B\(O) c &?,-( V’). Thus for each V’E clr’, f&( V’) E ‘VT Now there exists an ultrafilter 
idempotent e E pS\S with V G e (see [7]). Let ‘Ve = ( U u (0): U E e}. Then from 
Proposition 3.6 the topology corresponding to V,, is left translation invariant and 
nondiscrete. Also Vc_ clr,, so that ‘V = ‘VP since the topology corresponding y is 
extremal. Cl 
The following two corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorem 3.8. 
Let 93 be the neighborhood basis of zero for a left translation invariant 
extremal topology on S. Then there exists an idempotent e in pS\S such that 
n BE& cls@s B\(o) = {e)* 
Let 7 be an extremal eft translation invariant topology on S. Then for 
any subset A of S\(O) either A v (0) or A’v (0) is a neighborhood of zero. 
Let T be an extremal left translation invariant Hausdorfl topology 
on (Z, i-) where (Z, +) is the a! fditive group of integers. Then the inversion mapping 
cp:Z+Z dejned by Q(Z)= -z, z E 2, is discontinuous at every point of Z. 
roof. T being left translation invariant it is enough to prove discontinuity at zero. 
7 being extremal, by Corollary 3.10 suppose N u (0) to be a neighborhood of zero 
for T. Then q-@J u (0)) = Z\N is not a +neighborhood of zero. Hence <p is discon- 
tinuous at zero. Cl 
4. Nondiscrete translation invaria 
and ultrafilters i 
ensio 
In this section we investigate the relation between zero dimensional, left translation 
invariant, nondiscrete topologies on S and some ultrafilters in /?S. We also show 
that to any given zero dimensional left translation invariant nondiscrete topology 
on S there corresponds a close ose clopen neig 
are closely related to neigh logy. 
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For the remaining part of the paper, unless otherwise stated, all semigroups S 
will have identity zero and will be considered to be weakly left cancellative, that is, 
for each x,y E S, h ,‘( (y)) will be finite. 
Let 7 be a T, nondiscrete left translation invariant topology on S and 
let 93 be a neighborhood base at 0 of open sets for 7. Then T = nSEd cls&3\{0}) is 
a closed subsemigroup of j3S and 7s, = ((V n S) v (0): V E 7r) is a neighborhood base 
at 0 for T, where ?f is the set of all clopen neighborhoods of T (Thus 7r, is a set of 
not necessarily open neighborhoods of 0 which gen t; S:ZS : the JGter of+aii neighborhoods 
of 0.) 
roof. Note that here /3S is the Stone-tech compactification of the discrete space 
S, not of S with topology 7. Thus the intersection of an open set in @S with S need 
not be open in 7. 
We observe first that T E S\S. In fact, if x E S\(O), then since 7 is T, , there is 
some B E 9 with x G B so x E cls& B\(O)). (Again, in the topology of PS, {x} is open.) 
Let p, q E T. To see that p +- q E T, let BE 9% To prove that B\(O) E p + q we show 
Let y E B\(O). By Lemma 1.4 choose C E SB with y + C E B. Since q E pS\S and 
h,‘((O)) is finite we have Ai’({ q. But then 
C\(V) ~j A,‘(W)) c -y + (B\Wh 
so -p + ( B\(O)) E q as required. 
Note that ?Jc5 = ( V c S: 0 E V and V E Y} since all clopen subsets of PS are of the 
form cls V for some V E: S. To see that yS is a set of neighborhoods of 0, suppose 
instead we have VE 7r, with no BE 93 contained in V. Then {B\ V: BE 93) has the 
finite intersection property and so is contained in some ultrafilter p. By construction, 
p E T\cls V, a contradiction. To see that y”s generates all neighborhoods of 0, observe 
thatforB&&clsBEY~so BE’&. 0 
.2. We denote by % the subset of /3S having the property that if p E % 
then for any U E p, &?,,( U) # S implies 0,,( U) and oP( UC) are both infinite. 
roposition 4.3. Let e be an idempotent in pS\S. Then e E % where % is as in 
Definition 4.2. 
roof. Let U E e with 0,( U) f S. Then, since e is an idempotent, 0,( U) E e so that 
Q.( U) is infinite. Now (0,( U))’ = G!,( UC) [S, Lemma 2(ii)] and a,( UC) # 8 since 
O,(U) f S. Let XEO~( UC). Then -x+ WE e. Now 0,(-x+ UC) = -x+fl,( UC) 
(Lemma 3.1). Since e is an idempotent and -x+ U’E e we have &i--x+ U’)E e. 
Hence 0,(-x + UC) = -x + a,( UC) is infinite and siuze S is weakly left cancellative 
J2,( UC) is infinite. •7 
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Note that Proposition 4.3 shows that if S is weakly left cancellative then % # 0. 
Indeed, from [7], pS\S contains an idempotent. 
.4. Let % be as in Definition 4.2 and let p E %. Then 7p is the left 
translation invariant topology on S for which 9$, = (OJ U): U E p} forms a neighbor- 
hood base of zero. 
Let p E /3S. Statement (i) below implies statement (ii). If p is an idem- 
potent, the statements are equivalent. 
(i) Forx,y~S withx#y, x+p#y+p. 
(ii) r,, is Hausdorfi 
roof. (i)‘(ii). Let x, YE S with x# y. Since x+p# y+p we can find AE 
(x+p)\(y+p). Then x+Q,(-x+A)=x+(-x+OJA)) is a neighborhood of x in 
q, and 
y+O,,((-y+A)C) = ~+a,,(-y+A’) = y+(-y+OJA’)) 
is a neighborhood of y in rp. Since x+(-x+O#I))s aJA), y+(-y+6!JAC))s 
OJA’) and i&(A) n O,,(A’) = 0, we have finished. 
(ii)+(i). Assumep+p=p and take x,y~S with xfy. Let &J&p with (x+ 
Q(U,))n(y+O,,(UZ))=O. Since p+p=p, a,,(U,)~p, so x+R,(U,)~x+p, and 
similarly y+Q,( U& y+p, so that x+p# y+p. Cl 
ary 4.6. Zf S is embeddable in a group G, then for any p E PS, rr, is Hausdor=. 
roof. When x # y in S, we have x +p # y +p from Corollary 3.5 (since S and G 
are discrete, PS c_ PG), so that q, is Hausdorff from Theorem 4.5. El 
Theorem 4.7. If S is a group and 3 E PS, then rP is zero dimensional with {x + a,( U): 
x E S and U E p) forming a basis of clopen sets. 
roof. We use Theorem 1.5 with 9 = {&?,,( U): U E p}. We have already seen that 
(i), (ii) and (iii) hold. To check (iv), let U E p, x E S and y E (x + OJ U))’ be given. 
Then -x+y~?&(U) so that -(-x+y)+U~p, that is, -y+x+U@p. Let V= 
(-y+x+U)‘. Then (y+&?JV))n(x+SZ,(U))=@ Cl 
Lemma 4.8. Let % c pS\S be as in Dejnition 4.2. Then for any p E % there is an 
idempotent e E pS\S with e +p = p. 
oaf. Let TP = (q E /3S\S: q +p = p}. Then Tp # 0, for the fam qOJ)\~: UEP, 
[S]‘“}, where [S] Cw is the set of all finite subsets of S, has finite intersection 
property (since p E %), so generates a filter. ence there exists q E pS\S with 
O,,(U)Eq, that is, UEq+p fo p = p. TP is clearly a 
subsemigroup of /3S and since a left-hand variable in 
PS, TP is closed so that it contai 
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Corollary 4.9. For any nondiscrete left translation invariant topology T,, on S induced 
by an ultrafilter p E % there is an idempotent e E % such that the topology induced by 
e is finer than q. 
Proof, By Lemma 4.8 there exists e E pS\S with e +p = p so, for any U E p, we 
have $(U) E e, which implies that J&(Q,( U)) = L&.+,,( U) = Q,(U) E 3, = 
(a,(U): UEe}. Hence B,={fiJU): Lkp)E%,. 0 
5. aximal idempotents and extremal translation invariant zero 
dimensional topologies 
In this section, we first investigate the difference between the topologies defined 
in Proposition 3.6 and Definition 4.4. We then relate extremal left translation 
invariant Hausdoti topologies to maximal idempotents. We remind the reader that 
all semigroups have an identity and are weakly left cancellative unless otherwise 
stated. 
roposition 5.1. Let S be a group and e be an idempotent in pS\S. Let FP be the 
topology defined in Proposition 3.6. If Fp # r, where r, is the zero dimensional translation 
invariant topology induced by e defined in Dejnition 4.4, then ?e cannot be zero 
dimensional. 
Proof. Assume ;P has a neighborhood base 99 of zero consisting of clopen sets. 
Since {fi,( U) u (0): U E e} is also a neighborhood base for this topology then for 
each BE 9 there is U E e with d,( U) u (0) c B. Hence 9 c e. Since B consists of 
clopen sets using Lemma lS(iii) and (iv) and the fact that G is a group, we get 
that for each b E B, -b + B E e and for each b E B’, -b + B’ E e. Therefore, 
d,(B)= B=&!,(B). 
Now let B E %I and let U E e with d,( U) u (0) c_ B. Then by Lemma 3.1( iv) 
O,( U) = &.(d,( U)) c .n,( B) = B. 
Hence B E r,. Therefore ?e c 7, which implies that re = ?,. Cl 
Lemma 9.2. Let e, f be idempotents in pS\S and let To and Tf be the left translation 
invariant topologies corresponding to e and J 77ten 7, is coarser than I-~ if and only if 
f+e=e. 
roof. If 7,~ rj. then for any U E e there exists U’E f with Q( U’) c I2,( U), so that 
O,( U) E J: This implies f + e = e. The proof of sufficiency is straightforward. Cl 
Next we introduce an equivalence relation on the set of idempotents in pS\S 
and then define an order on the quotient space to show the existence of maximal 
elements. The equivalence relation of Proposition 5.3 below is exactly the same 2s 
-a in [g, 1.2.4], 
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Proposition 5.3. Let E be the set of all idempotents in BS\S. Define a relation - on 
E by: 
e-f H e+f=f and f+e=e. 
7hen - is an equivalence relation on E with the property that all idempotents belonging 
to the equivalence class of e, for any e E E, give the same nondiscrete, left translation 
invariant topology on S. 
roof. This proposition follows immediately from Lemma 5.2. 0 
Note that, from Proposition 5.3 we can deduce that idempotents in the same 
minimal right ideal of /3S induce the same topology on S. 
mm8 5.4. Let be the minimal ideal of PS and e, f be idempotents in pS\S such 
that eEM and faM. Then [e]-n[f]_=P) and tf the left translation invariant 
topologies corresponding to e and f denoted by r, and Tf respectively are comparable, 
then rf is strictly finer than re. 
roof. If [e]_n[f]-#0 then f+e=e and e+f=f so that fEe+BS. But since 
e E M then e +pS c M so that f e M. Now if the topologies are comparable then 
from Lemma 5.2, f + e = e since e + f # f if f @ M. Also from Proposition 5.3 f + e = e 
and e + f # f implies that r,, the topology corresponding to e (the idempotent in 
M), is strictly coarser than T- Cl 
emma 5.5. Let E be the set of idempotents in BS\S. For e, f E E we define “Q by 
e 6 f @f + e = e, Let E_ = {[e]_: e E E} be the quotient space El-. Then the relation 
bb<99 - defined above induces a pat tial order relation on E- . 
roof. Straightforward [8, 1.2.41. Cl 
s) has maximal elements. 
Proof. Take any chain % in E,. Note that if e 6 f then f + e = e so that for any 
U E e, &( U) E f and hence the left translation invariant topology corresponding to 
e is coarser than the one corresponding tof Let [e]_ E 55’ and let F be a finite subset 
of S. Define 9$+ = {a,( U)\ F: u E e}. Let pe,F be the filter generated by 3e.F - From 
Proposition 5.3, &F =&‘,F for e’ E [e]_ . Now for e ss, L&-J z pJF - Let 
p*= u u pe,F- 
[e]_8%’ FE[S]~~ 
Let A, B E p*. Then 
then pe,F E P’F E PS,F 
show that p* is a filter. 
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Now let U E p*. Then U E &F for some [e]- E % and FE [Slew. Hence there 
exists &E e with l2,( Uo)\F~ U. For x E J2,( I&), -x + &E e and 0,(-x+ 
Uo)\( -x + F) = --x + (a,( U,)\F) G -x + U, and since S is weakly left cancellative 
vJ_ c :, &*:+a “A +hn+ _vl rrr” -A I 1 13 11111LG 3u LllcaL r n*. So _C;r,_! U) 2 6?,( U,) which implies * I v LYe,(-x+F)=y 
that &( U) E p*. Hence there exists an idempotent & E such that p* c_ t (see [7, 
Lemma 3.21). Since V[e]_ E 95’ and VU E e, fie( U) E d we have 
VeE U [e’]_, $+e=e. 
[e']_E % 
Hence [e], < [z]- f or any [e]_ E %’ which means that [ $I_ is an upper bound for 
%‘. Now Zorn’s Lemma gives the existence of maximal elements in (E,, G). 0 
efinition 5.7. Let [ emax]- be a maximal element of (E, , s ). Then any f~ [ emax] - 
is called a maximal idempotent. So if f is a maximal idempotent and f’ is an 
idempotent with f’+f =f then f+f’ =f’. 
Theorem 5.8. Let S be a group and let T be a nondiscrete, zero dimensional, left 
translation invariant topology on S. Then T is extremal i$ there exists a maximal 
idempoten t emax E pS\S such that 9e,;,, = (a, m.lx ( U ): U E emax} is a neighborhood base 
of zero for r, consisting of clopen sets. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.7 we know that every idempotent in pS\S gives rise to a 
nondiscrete, zero dimensional, left translation invariant topology on S. Now if 
3 . emax s 9’ where 9?’ is the neighborhood base of zero for a nondiscrete, zero 
dimensional, left translation invariant topology on S finer than the one corresponding 
to emax, then as in the proof of Theorem 3.8 we can show that there exists an 
idempotent f E pS\S which as an ultrafilter refines the filter base 6’ = {B’\(O): 
WE 93’). Hence we have Bernilr E WE f which implies that emax = f + emax. The 
maximality of emax gives emax -tf =f and therefore aernoX = BJ from Proposition 5.3. 
Now using Lemma 1.5 and the fact that WE f we see that WC 9Q. So 9’ = Bemar. 
Hence the topology corresponding to emax is extremal. 
Conversely let r be an extremal left translation invariant zero dimensional non- 
discrete topology on S. Let p be the filter generated by {B\(O): B E B} where B is 
a base of neighborhoods of zero corresponding to r. Now as above there exists an 
idempotent f containing p. Since the topology defined by 93 is zero dimensional, 
from Lemma lS(iv) for any x E B, -x + B’E f which implies that for any B E B, 
0,(B) = B. Hence .%I c_ 9+ = {CJ U): U E f) so that the extremality of r gives 93 = 9Q. 
Now let e be any idempotent with e 2J Then B.,c 9, so that .%I = 9,. Hence 
%e = 9?, SO that [e]_ = [f I_. This implies that f is a maximal idempotent. Cl 
Let e E pS\S be an idempotent. Let 
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Then T’ is a compact subsemigroup of PS and 
T,=(pEPS\S:p=+-e=e}. 
Foranyf~M-, if) is a minimal left ideal of T, and [e]_ is the minimal ideal of 
T,. Also for any f E[e]-, {f} is a maximal subgroup in the minimal ideal. 
Proof. The steps in the proof of T, = {p E pS\S: p + e = e} and of T, being a compact 
subsemigroup of /3S are straightforward. (See also the proof of Proposition 4.1). 
LetfE[e]_.Thenf+e=esofET,. Also e+f=f so thatforanypET,,p+f= 
p+e+f =e+f =f so T,+(f)=(f) and hence for any fc[e]-, {f} is a minimal 
left ideal of T,. This fact also implies that [e]_ c M, where M, is the minimal ideal 
of Te (since M, is the union of all the minimal left ideals of T,). Now let p E T= 
and fc[e]_. Then (f+p)+(f+p)=f+(p+f)+p=f+f+p=f+p, so f+p is an 
idempotent.Also(f+p)+e=f+e=eande+(f+p)=(e+f)+p=f+y7,sof+pE 
[e]_; hence [e]_ is an ideal of T, and since [e]- c M, we get that [e]- is the 
minimal ideal of T,. So for any f E [e]_ , f + T, + f = (f } is a maximal subgroup in 
the minimal ideal. Cl 
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